
At +8%, hiring intentions in the South West for the first quarter of 2017 have improved modestly when 

compared to three months earlier. The Outlook is now the same as it was at the beginning of 2016, showing 

that employers are (again) cautiously optimistic about hiring and job creation.

Employers are cautiously 
optimistic

South West employment snapshot

Average weekly pay

The South West is the fifth best-paid region in 

the UK. The average weekly wage is £548, 

£43 below the national average.

Hiring Outlook

For the first quarter of 2017, the seasonally 

adjusted Net Employment Outlook in the South 

West is +8%. This is just above the national 

average (+7%).

Employment

The rate of employment in the South West 

is above the national average and stands at 

77.0%. The South West has the fifth-highest 

rate of employment in the UK.

Unemployment

At 3.9%, the unemployment rate continues 

to be markedly lower than the national average, 

with the South West having the second-lowest 

unemployment rate in the country. 

          Net Employment Outlook (seasonally adjusted)             Net Employment Outlook (not seasonally adjusted)

No bar indicates Net Employment Outlook of zero
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Businesses have shrugged off the EU referendum and as a result, the recruitment market has 

remained steady. Bristol has seen a rise in active candidates looking for work, with many being 

offered multiple interviews. Meanwhile, in Exeter and Plymouth, we’re seeing increased demand for 

candidates in the construction and manufacturing sectors respectively. 

However, in a market characterised by skills shortages, employers are finding they have fewer 

candidates to choose from. With job seekers increasingly picky about whom they choose to work 

for, and with a general desire by temporary workers to have the security of permanent work, some 

employers are struggling. To counter this, employers are increasingly seeking advice on talent 

attraction, particularly around pay and benefits. At the same time, we are also advising many to speed 

up the interview process so that they don’t miss out on top talent.

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

Manufacturing

Electricity, gas and water

Construction

Wholesale, retail, restaurants, hotels and leisure

Transport, storage and comms

Finance and business services 

Public and social 

Managers, Directors and Senior Officials

Professional Occupations

Associate Professional and Technical

Administrative and Secretarial

Skilled Trades 

Caring, Leisure and Other Services

Sales and Customer Service

Process Plant and Machine Operatives

Elementary Occupations

*The November 2016 ONS employment and unemployment rates and average weekly pay statistics relate to July 2016 – September 
2016; employment by occupation refers to July 2015 – June 2016; and workforce jobs by industry refer to June 2016. The 
ManpowerGroup Employment Outlook Survey is a forward-looking measure, forecasting hiring intentions for Quarter 1 2017.
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